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Barrow Premium
2280/22110 PCIE SATA M2

SSD Dual Fan heatsink
Cooler - Silver

$24.95
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Short Description

This is a new professional, high efficiency M.2 Solid State air cooled heatsink from Barrow. Selected high-
quality raw materials are modeled through CNC surface, the cooler is made from aluminum material The
block top is cnc'ed from aluminum alloy to enhance the texture. The body is an aluminum alloy radiator is
processed and modeled from integral aluminum alloy through CNC, and anodic oxidation technology is
adopted to make the radiator maintain brilliant colors after long-term use! This heatsink/cooler provides
extreme thermal heat conductivity and is suitable for 2280/22110 specification type solid state drive. This
cooler also features 2 tiny fans that spin in excesses of 10,000 rpm which makes it virtually silent while still
pushing off a steady amount of hot air. The cooler will cool single or double sided chips and is very easy to
install using double sided thermal conductive tape.

Description

This is a new professional, high efficiency M.2 Solid State air cooled heatsink from Barrow. Selected high-
quality raw materials are modeled through CNC surface, the cooler is made from aluminum material The
block top is cnc'ed from aluminum alloy to enhance the texture. The body is an aluminum alloy radiator is
processed and modeled from integral aluminum alloy through CNC, and anodic oxidation technology is
adopted to make the radiator maintain brilliant colors after long-term use! This heatsink/cooler provides
extreme thermal heat conductivity and is suitable for 2280/22110 specification type solid state drive. This
cooler also features 2 tiny fans that spin in excesses of 10,000 rpm which makes it virtually silent while still
pushing off a steady amount of hot air. The cooler will cool single or double sided chips and is very easy to
install using double sided thermal conductive tape.
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Features
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Specifications
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Additional Information

Brand Barrow

SKU HDM2280-FT-SL

Weight 0.4000

Color Silver

Heatsink Type Ramsink

Material Aluminum

Vendor SKU/EAN 6937826614552


